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On the Digital Divide: Selected Remarks
by
CARL WOOD*
I think that the issue of the Digital Divide has been developed
very well from what I've been able to see. I popped in a little earlier
in the conference today and wasn't able to stay through any of the
panel presentations completely but it seems to me that clearly that
Digital Divide is not just a catchy slogan. It is something that actually
exists, and trying to get ahold of it and define it is a much more
elusive thing. The reason is that it is changing and shifting constantly.
If you have been here through this morning's presentations, it seems
that we are going through a period of tremendous flux in terms of the
introduction of different segments of the population.
First of all to general computer literacy, but particularly to access
and use of the Internet, we see statistics showing that while the usage
is higher among the higher-income and better-educated sections of
the population, there is actually a higher rate of growth in the level of
access among the less-prosperous and the less-educated sections of
the community.
The question, however, is whether those trends will continue to a
point of complete saturation where we will reach close to 100% or
something approaching that for all segments of the population; or
whether these apparently rapid rates of growth -- which don't always
translate into tremendous numbers for the underserved and less
advantaged portions of the population -- will actually continue to the
point where the level of access to the Internet for those sections of
the population becomes comparable to the other sections of the
population. And I think the answer to that is we just don't know.
Nonetheless, experience in other areas of telecommunications, as
well as in certain somewhat analogous programs in other areas, would
lead us to believe that without a very aggressive approach to
overcoming the isolation of certain segments of the population, we're
going to continue to have a problem. And it isn't just a matter of
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making sure that physical facilities are available. There are also
cultural issues, many of which were dealt with in the last panel.
The question of the digital divide is not just a question of access,
although that certainly is a precondition to having use of the Internet.
There have been demonstration projects in California, for example,
showing that education and training are every bit as important as
access in bridging this digital divide. It's the cultural issue. It's to
some extent, perhaps, a literacy issue as well. I think that bridging
this divide, making sure that we overcome the problems of isolation
from the availability of computer technology in general, and in
particular the Internet, is something that is going to require state,
federal, and local governments working along with community
organizations and educational institutions to develop infrastructure,
as well as developing training projects and educational projects
generally.
There isn't any single regulatory body or government
department that has the ability to deal with this issue by itself. On the
other hand, the converse is not true. There are agencies that have the
ability to create more problems. For example the Federal
Communications Commission could dramatically compound the
problem - and they will do so - by replacing regulations with reliance
on competition in markets where competition doesn't actually exist;
thereby heightening the monopolization of access to the Internet and
advanced telecommunication services, that is, broadband services
generally.
That is a way that leads to one result -- much higher prices --
which is always going to be a barrier to people with much lower
income levels, as well as leading to restrictions on various types of
contact. One of the questions here is whether telecommunications
modes become what are called, in the parlance of utility regulators,
"Common Carriers".
Maybe the best way to describe a Common Carrier is to use the
example of a railroad company. It is required to offer access to the
railroad, whether it is for passenger or for freight, on identical terms
for anybody who wants to use that service. And we see something
that is similar to that, in the way that the telephone network is
regulated presently. Any carrier who wishes to offer telephone
service is supposed to be allowed to use the facilities of the local
telephone carrier, as long as they pay for a portion of it. The
application of that theory hasn't worked out very well, and the result
of that is we don't have very much competition in local telephone
service. As a result of that experience, the Federal Communications
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Commission is very reluctant to direct cable services; for example, to
open access to anyone who wants to be able to use that system to
offer their services, even though cable is in almost every area of the
country a monopoly service.
It is one utility that is very lightly regulated; and if, for example,
your carrier is AT&T and you get television service through AT&T,
they will also offer you telephone or broadband access. But they
don't make that access available to any of their competitors. The
FCC has taken the position that this is the way it should be, that it
inhibits people from making investments in the development of
infrastructure to require that they offer access to their systems to
anybody that wants to use them if they pay for it.
The other side of that is that we end up with a non-competitive
situation where you only have a single carrier, with all the
consequences that flow from that. However, the problems with low
penetration of broadband access in the residential market -- and there
have been significant problems around California and around the
country, especially in certain areas -- aren't solely due to the fact that
this service is relatively expensive compared to dialup service for the
Internet. And they aren't due solely to the fact that physical facilities
are not available in every location.
One of the barriers that exists for allowing certain communities
and certain groups to fully use the Internet is that useful applications
- I'm too old to be comfortable using the term "Killer Apps" - but
Killer Apps for some groups of people, for some communities, are
either nonexistent or not applicable. As an example of this, low-
income people who live in low-income communities may have very
little use for or interest in Ebay's online auction for French provincial
antiques. However, that is a useful application for certain other
groups of the population. Different communities have different
needs. A Vietnamese community-based organization might develop
a Yahoo-like portal for their native language. However, that portal,
while it's useful to that particular community, probably doesn't do a
whole lot of good in a Spanish-speaking community or a Mandarin-
speaking community. And there are questions of how you reach
some sort of critical mass to make it economically worthwhile to
develop these kinds of applications that make the Internet useful to
people.
I think that some of our experience in California has shown that
community technology centers arid community-based organizations,
as well as educational institutions (elementary and secondary
schools), will be key players in the deployment of technology and
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Internet access in minority and low-income communities. We all
know, and it's been said many times, that technology deployment is
intimately related to the expansion of economic opportunities, and
therefore to the extent that this technology is not effectively deployed
in communities that already suffer the consequences of language
barriers, of racial and ethnic discrimination and other problems, they
are going to be additionally disadvantaged by the barriers that may
exist in access to the Internet.
Experience has shown that the most successful community
technology projects closely link technology to job skill development.
That is a real driver. That is real incentive for people to develop
hands-on familiarity with the equipment, with the applications. It's
tied in with distance learning, with resume design, with job searches.
The project called Computers in our Future in 1998 opened 11
centers in low-income communities around the state of California.
Over 22,000 people have used the centers; almost half of them have
been under 24 years old. The success rates have been very dramatic,
and I think that projects like this provide real examples of how the
digital divide can actually be overcome.
We have some examples in the telephone industry of dealing
with a similar type of problem. California has a commitment to
universal telephone service. We recognize that it is a necessity of life
that every family have access to simple telephone service. And yet in
every state in the Union there is a significant portion of the
population, often not more than a couple of percent - but a couple of
percent in a state like California could easily add up to a million
people - who don't have telephone service. One of the reasons for
that in many places is the cost. In many states it costs, say, $20 a
month to get basic telephone service.
In most of California we have a subsidized telephone service for
low-income people, which brings down the regular price, which is
around $12, to around $6 for low-income people. So price should not
be much of a barrier -- yet we still find that there is a significant
number of people in the state who don't sign up for telephone service.
Why don't they? I don't think we know all the reasons, but we've
devoted a lot of resources to dealing with this problem. Some of
them -- recent immigrants, for example -- frequently associate the
telephone company with a governmental agency. If they have a
reluctance to deal with the government, they may not want to sign up
for telephone service in the first place. Or in areas that are
geographically isolated, perhaps phone lines don't even run to where
people live, and so special subsidies are required.
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Because California has recognized this as an issue, we have
brought down the number of people who don't have telephone
service to a very tiny percentage. It's something on the order of
about 1%. Probably a lot of that is associated with the normal
movement of the population, people going from one place to another.
I think that one of the lessons we've learned from deploying universal
service with telephone can be applied to access to the Internet as well.
Obviously, you can't do it mechanically; there are different types of
service. But I think many of the culture-specific outreach efforts that
have been developed to deploy universal service can also be applied
in this instance.
I have a couple of predictions to make about where we are going
in the section of the telecommunications industry that is concerned
with broadband deployment and consequently with implementation
of Internet access. There has been, since the development of the
Internet and of broadband technologies, a demand from the industry
itself that there be minimal regulation, if any regulation at all. That
position has had a real cachet in our society in the last 10 or 15 years,
as government regulation has come under a great deal of criticism. I
have no doubt that this demand will continue from the industry as
well. However, there is something else that is going on. We went
through a period of close to 10 years in which we saw an explosive
development of the telecommunications infrastructure, especially
around fiber-optic cable, which is a great method of pumping a lot of
information over long distances in a fairly small amount of material.
However, the boom of developing that industry has collapsed in the
most spectacular possible way. Every day we read about the Global
Crossings and the other companies that have collapsed. What has
resulted from this is that people have experienced service disruptions.
This is where, finally, I get to see it in my position. We have
people coming into the Public Utilities Commission saying: "My small
business depends on broadband access. My broadband carrier went
bankrupt (or my Internet service provider went bankrupt) and my
service was disrupted. I can't get anybody else to restore service to
me for 6 weeks or for 8 weeks. I'm going to be ruined in that time
because all my business is conducted over the Internet."
Suddenly, we have people who believe as an article of faith that
the Internet and its utility systems should not be regulated, who are
now demanding that regulators do something about this, prevent this
from happening again. That's my next prediction: that we are going
to see an increasing demand from various classes of consumers for
more regulation as this industry becomes more mature, and also as
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people become more dependent on it. It's one thing if the Internet is
a toy. I remember when I bought my first computer. We didn't even
have Internet connection on it, but soon I started getting hooked into
the Internet and I started hearing from friends about how wonderful
it is and how much information is out there that you could access. I
couldn't figure out how to access a lot of it, because there's no editor
out there who would read through the information. It took quite a
while to reach the point most of us are at now where at some way or
another we are dependent upon the Internet.
Once you reach that point where it's not just a toy and it's not
just a game and it not just a way to download songs or pornography
or whatever it is that you are into, then it suddenly becomes much
more important whether that service is absolutely reliable. We don't
tolerate losing telephone service for 5 weeks. You could die, you
could have a heart attack or appendicitis or someone could be
choking and you need to call 911 and the phone doesn't work. Well,
that is not an acceptable answer. The phone always has to work. Or
take electricity. For the first time in living memory we went through
electricity service disruptions recently, just last winter. That was
intolerable. It disrupted production, it disrupted people's lives, it
disrupted our concept of who we were and what kind of country this
was that would have blackouts.
As Internet access moves into that category of becoming a
necessity, then I expect that we will see increasing demands from
consumers that it be regulated for two reasons: first, to ensure
reliability, and second, to bring prices down or to at least maintain
prices at their recent level. Our experience with the television cable
industry has been that in this type of virtually unregulated and yet
monopolized industry, prices don't come down. Even with
technological developments and reduced costs of providing service,
what happens is that the providers find ways of packing in more
content as a way of justifying, maintaining, or increasing prices.
I have a concern here with broadband Internet access. I don't
know if carriers are still running campaigns for $40 or $50 a month for
broadband access but you're seeing it in that general range, and in the
normal course of things we would expect, just as we've seen with
computerized commodities like home computers, that prices plunge.
The kind of computer that two or three years ago cost you $5000 you
can buy for $600 or $700 right now.
That probably will not happen with broadbE.nd access. One
reason is that much of the cost structure is in outside plant and
maintenance, not areas where we would expect to see the economies
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available in commodity production. The other reason is that there is
virtually no regulation, so there is nobody compelling the carriers to
pass through the cost savings. They are able to protect themselves
against competition by the fact that the physical nature of what they
are selling pretty much precludes competition. You only have one
cable company providing service to your neighborhood. You only
have one telephone company that has copper wires coming to your
house. I won't predict what's likely about new technologies that will
develop, but certainly those are the most obvious technologies
through which this will come.
I expect there will be a huge push to maintain prices at a high
level. I think that may lead to consumers demanding increased
regulation in order to allow them to benefit from the efficiencies and
the technological developments and to drive prices down. I think
there will be changes in broadband regulation. Along with it, our
approaches to the Digital Divide will mature. I think one thing you
can see from the statistics we've seen today is that the situation
changes dramatically from year to year and the Digital Divide issues
that we will be facing 2 years from now might be defined totally
differently from how we define them right now.
While I'm the kind of regulator that believes in regulating
anything that doesn't move, and even a lot of things that do move, I
think it should lead us to some caution and some humility about our
abilities to predict the future, because some of the decisions we could
have made, say about choosing technologies 4 years ago, would have
been totally wrong today So there has to be some caution in that
approach. We have to balance demands from consumers against a
certain amount of humility in what we think we can do.
I think that competition in the industry is going to fail in
broadband infrastructure deployment in traditionally underserved
communities, such as low-income communities and limited English-
speaking communities. In order to overcome those problems there is
going to need to be regulatory government intervention: subsidies,
and a very proactive approach on the part of educational institutions,
industry, and governmental bodies at all levels.
We have a couple of cases before the Public Utilities
Commission right now that relate to some of these issues. Some of
them are not totally on point, some of them are. I'll just mention
them.
We have a telephone universal service proceeding which is
considering the issue of "should broadband access be considered part
of universal service?" In other words, is that a basic necessity, and
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therefore should it be a basic right of every resident of the state of
California? There are obviously some cost implications here. We
presently provide basic telephone service for less than $12 a month.
If we were to include broadband access in that, even under regulated
conditions we would certainly be more than doubling the minimum
cost of telephone service for everyone. Is this something that we
want to do right now? Is this a necessity? There is legislation dealing
with that as well. There is a bill going through the legislature right
now that would direct the Public Utilities Commission to consider
that very question.
We have a proceeding on line-sharing where we are determining
what rates competitors have to pay Pacific Bell to offer DSL over
Pacific's facilities. This is pretty important because Pacific, through
its affiliate ASI, has pretty much wiped out all the competition for
DSL. At the present time there is virtually no competition for DSL
service. That has to do to some degree with the competitors' ability
to access those lines. I am personally of the opinion that short of re-
imposing very tight regulation on Pacific Bell there's not a whole lot
effectively that we are going to be able to do about that. The reason
that I believe that is this: what is happening in California is not
unique. Something like 80% or 85% of all the DSL service in the
United States is provided by local Bell companies, which leads me to
believe that there is something generic about this; that we are
probably not going to see DSL become a competitive service, despite
the best efforts of regulators and legislators. We have an
investigation going on into ASI and Pacific Bell's billing practices for
DSL service. They very aggressively and very clumsily implemented
DSL through an aggressive marketing campaign about a year and a
half ago, and left a lot of very unhappy people behind when they did
that. There are issues before the Federal Communications
Commission generally over how broadband service should be
regulated. The FCC is moving towards deregulating DSL offered by
incumbent carriers; in other words, in my view, embedding their
monopoly position but without any regulatory oversight.
The FCC recently defined cable modems as an information
service which removes most common carrier obligations so that
AT&T and the other cable services will not have to offer access to
their cable to their potential competitors. The FCC is searching for a
global policy on broadband: it hasn't achieved one yet, but it clearly
has a strong deregulatory bent under the present administration.
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There is a bill before Congress called the Tauzin-Dingell bill,
which blocks states and the federal government from regulating high
speed data services. There probably will be bills coming up that trade
off tax relief for infrastructure investment, as a way of providing an
incentive for competition without actually interfering with the
incumbents to block competition. That is just a brief summary of
what we are faced with at the Commission right now, and some of the
thoughts that motivate me as I approach that particular issue.
With that, for just a couple minutes I can take some questions.
Question: [Could not hear]
Answer: For the most part, on telecommunications matters the
federal government has the primary jurisdiction, and therefore they
do what they are going to do and delegate to the states whatever they
want to leave to the states, which usually is accepting the complaints.
Question: [Could not hear]
Answer: I'm not sure that's completely true because, among a
lot of things, we still have a lot of regulatory control over the
incumbent companies, that is the local carriers. And there's no sign
that that's going to end anytime soon, and probably to the extent that
the local carriers deliver broadband service we're still going to have a
piece of that action. But frankly, until recently there hasn't been a lot
of divergence between the way the California commission
approached these issues and the federal commission. With the
change in administration there has been some change in our
philosophy and probably a change in the other direction, although
that is less dramatic at the federal level.
Question: [Could not hear]
Answer: Yeah, I do. You've described very precisely one of the
very biggest problems in the telecommunications industry. We are
presently in the last stages of rolling out a Telecommunications
Consumer's Bill Of Rights out of the California Public Utilities
Commission, which addresses a lot of these issues. Full disclosure of
the terms and conditions for the service you are signing up for among
other things. The packaging of options is a real problem with regard
to broadband, because there are likely to be so few providers that it
may well be that consumers face the situation that you face when you
are trying to get a long-distance package. You can go to Sprint, MCI
or AT&T and I defy you to show me bottom-line what the difference
is. You can play around with them, one charges you a $5 a month
access fee and 7 cents a minute. Another will charge you a little
H.R. 1542, 107th Cong. (2002) (referred to Senate committee Feb. 28, 2002).
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lower access fee and more per minute, but you have to do a very
sophisticated analysis which most consumers don't want to take the
time to do. It's just not practical for them to be able to distinguish,
and the bottom line is they pretty much all work in the same way. I
think what we are more likely to see is what we see with cable
television, which is you have a couple of choices. You can pay the $35
for your minimum service, and then you can start adding premium
channels in there and take it up to $50 or $55 a month. But what you
never get to is the company's actual cost of providing you the basic
service, which is probably half of what you pay for your minimum
access.
